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Abstract 
The problem of finding efficient block designs for comparing several test treat

ments ,;vith one or more standard (control) treatments has received considerable 
attention in the recent past. This paper presents a review of certain recent results 
in this area. 

Key w01'ds: TIeinforced block designs; supplemented balanced desigm;; augmented 
clef;igns; BBrB"UB designs of Type Gj GDBPUB designs of Type G; A-uptimality. 

1 Introduction 

Designed experiments (tre generally conducted for making all possible parred com
parisons among the treatments. However, there are situations when the interest. uf \ the experimenter is only in a subset of these paired comparisuns. For example, in 
genetic resources environment, an essential activi1 y is to test or evaluate the new 
germ plasm I provenance I superior selections (test. treatments), etc, with the ex
istiJJg provenance or released varieties (control treatments). Similar situations may 
also occur in other disciplines of agricultural sciences, industry, etc.. The problem 
here is to design an experiment for the estimation of the test treatments versus con
trol treatments contrast~ and the comparisons among the test treatments or among 
the control t.reatments are of lesser cOUBequence. 

It is welJ known that for the e!:>'timation of elementary contrasts among test 
and control treatments, conventional designs like balanced incomplete block (BIB ) 
designs are not the besl (~P(' CDX, 1958: Fpderer, 1956; Sinha, ] 980, 1982) . For 
these experi mental sit uaLions, therefor€>, tIlt' problem of choosing an efficient design 
is important and needs attention. For an earljer review on the designing problem 
for this experimental seLting, see Hedayat, Jacroux and Majumdar (1988) and Ma
jumdar (1996). This paper also <;iddresses the same problem. Vv'e begill with the 
maLhematical formulatiotl of the problem. 

2 Problenl formulation 

\Vc bctyp W +11 = v treatments divided into two disjoint sets, II and G of respective 
cardinality wand u . The w t.est treatment.s in H are denoted by 1,2,. . ,11) and tIlt' 
u control tn~atments iii C,' are denoted by w --r 1, W +2, . . . , v. The problem here is to 
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design an experiment for estimating W1J test treatments verSU<i control treatmp.llts 
contrasts with as high a precision a.s possible. SUPPo<ie that n experimental units 
avaiiable for experimentation can be arranged ill b blocks of sizes kl' k'l, " , kb, 
respectively, kl + k2 + .. . ..L kb = n. Let Ytjl denote the observation of test or 
control treatment t(t = j, .. . , v) on experimental unit 1(1 = 1, .. " ntj) of block 
j (j = 1, , , . , b) . Assume the \Isual fixed effects, additive linear model 

Ytjl -= fJ. + Tt + f3j + etj l (2.1) 

where jt is Lhe overall mean, Tt is the effect of test or {:ontrol treatment t, OJ IS the 
effect of block j and etjl are t.he random errors normally distributed WIth zero mean 
and variance CT

2 kj. Note that homosceda.stid l.y is not assumed. Here Q ~ 0 IS a 
scalar const.ant, generally unknown and Iltj is the number of replications of t,est or 
control treatlmmt t in block J . The v x b incidence matrix N has elements ntJ ' For 
0: = 0 we get the wmal homoscetlastic model. 

The contrasts of interest are Tg - T/I! 9 E G, h E H . Comparisons of treatments 
within G and with in H are of secondary importance, The contrasts of major interest 
may be written in matrix notation as P'T, where t.he wu x v matrix P may be 

('xpreslied <Ul P:.c.. [1" It) [,,:: - I" (9 1u:: Wlt.h pl1v = O. Here It, is a i-component 
vector with all elements one, II is an identity matrix of order l,@ denoLP.s the 
Kronecker product of maLric:es and T is a v-component vector of tellt. or control 
trea tment effects . 

Let C = (eft') = R- Nf{-l N ' be the usual v xv C-matrix of a block design with 
v treatments. Here R - diag(rl, T2, ,., Tv) denotes a diagonal matrix of replication 
numbers of treatmeuts and J( = diag (k l , k'2, ' , , ,kb) denot,es a diagonal matrix of 

block sizes. Partition N as N = [N;:N~J' , where N J = ((n/lj)) is a w x b incidence 
matrix of Lest trecltlnent,s and N2 = (n!l1) is a 1L x b inciuellt'P matrix of control treat
ments . Similarly, RI = diag(rl,T2 .. .. ,T"..) and R2 = d'iag(r w+l,rw+2,",/',,), 
denote respect.ively the diagonal matriceH of replications of the test treatments and 
the control treatmellts. The information matrix C can then be partitIOned a.~ 

(2.2)c-(i, ~] 
where 

I, b b 

A - 'L);"lRl i - k -
1NljNLJ, B - - 2.:kj" I N1j \'~)' and D = 2.:k;<' [R2j

J 

j =1 j=1 )=1 

k j ' N 2j '\'~j , . Abo Hlj = diag(nij ... , 1111) .... , rilL') )' n~j = diag(n(W-<- l j ,. , 

IIg),., . ,Hvj), NI = >V11 · ·· :N1j :, .. NIb], N2 = [N21 :··· :N2j:'" :N2b}, N I ) = (nlj' 
n2j, .· ., n u'j)' and N 2j = (n( w+l)j,n(w.~2)j, ... ,nl'J)" Fora: = 0, 11 = R I 

NJ 1(-1 N{, B - - Nlj(-I N2 and D =- R2 - N2J(-1 N~. 

LL,t T" - :h deuote the best. lillear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of T!/ - Th,? E 

G,h E If . Th(' DLl'E llf cont.ra.'\is of interest P'T, is P'r- with Jispersion mat.rix 
Cuv(Plf) =: cr 2 p'(, - P Here C- is a generalized inverse of C, i.e., CC C = C 

IL is assumed that the de;;ign is connected and Rauk (C) = l' - l. It might :tlso 
be desiraLlt, t.hat, t,he comparisons of interest are estimated t hrough the design \\ I.b 
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the same variance. A design is said to be variance balanced for the estimation of test 
Lrea.tmeut versus control treatment contrasts if it permits the estimation of these 
;ontrasts with the same variance and the covariance between any two estimated 
test treatment versus conLrol treatment contrasts is also same. In general we shall 
call such de.signs as Balanced Bipartite Block Designs with "Gnequa.1 Block Sizes 
(BBPl'"B desi~s) of type G and henceforth denote these as BG deSigns . 

Definition 2.1. An arrangement 0/ v treatments in b blocks of $izes kl' k2 , •.. , kb 
is said to be a BG design if 

b 

{i} Lkj,,- Inhjnh'j = L~ a constant Vhf- hi = 1,. , W, 

)=1 

{ii} Lkj,,-lngjn9' j ;=- Lao, a constant Vg t g' = w + 1, ... , v and 
J= 1 

b 

{iii} "Lkj-O-Ingjnhj = La, a constant "IlL - 1, .. . ,w,g = w + 1, ... ,v. 
j=l 

The C matrix of a BG design is 

c _ [ (wL + uLo)Jw - Ll".l~, -Lolwl~ ] (2.3) 
J - -Lolu 1~, (I1LOO..L wLu)Iu - Loolul~ . 

A generalil,ed inverse of C is 

c- 
-

[ WL~"Lo (Iw '"7 (LluLo)l,,)~, )
0 o 

J [ l·u 1 I'l.J[.oo+w[,o ( - ( / ) u ,.) 
] . (2.4) 

tor ;1 BG design t he wu test. treatment versus control treatment contrasts are esti
mated with same variance given by 

A. ~ 1_ [(V -l)Lo -L + (v -1)Lo + Lou] (72 , "1 9 E G,h E H. 
Var(Tq - Th) -

__ 

vLo w L ..L uLu uLoa + w Lo 

BG d(~signs have been studied ex\,ensively in the literature under rliffprent names. 
For u = 1. BG designs are BalcUlced Treatment. Incomplete Block (BTIB) designs 
for proper setting and Balanced Treatmpnt Incomplete Block Designs \viUI L:nequal 
Block Sizes (BTICB designs) for nOll proper seiling for a - a and BTIl'R df~Bign . 
of t.ype G for 0: f- U. For 'U > 1, the BG designs have been terffit·d oS Balanced 
Bipartite Block (BBPB) designs for proper settings and Balanced Bipartite Block 
Designs with Cnequal Block Sibes (BBPl'"B designs) for non-proper settings with 
0: = O. 

lndeed l here may exist designs other than BG designs thac permi t til!" estiIlation 
of test treatment versus conlrol treatment contrasts with the smne vananee. (~ro\lp 
Di\'isiblp Bipartite Block Dpsiglls with l~neQual Block Sizes (GD13PBl"B deSigns) 
of r.y pe (;, lWlIceforth denoted as GBG designs , anc s11('h dpsigns. The G DC desi~11 
i!-i clt>TIlled llPlLl\\ : 
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Definition 2.2 . An arrangement of v = u + w, w = mn, treatments in b block.s of 3 M 
sizes kJ, k2, . . · ' kb with parameters u, W, m, n, b, kJ, k2 , . . , kb, Lo, L\, L2 , Loo i.., :iaid 
to be a GBG design tf 1, 2, ... ,W, W + 1, . . . ,w +u treatments can be partitioned into Wf'I10W 

Tn + 1 disjoint groups \11, \12, . .. , \1m , Vo of respective cardmalit~es VI, V2 , ... ,'t· m , U. 51,ructioll, 
such that Method 

de~igJl wi
(i) 	 ,/0 = {w + 1, W + 2, .. . , W + it}, 

/12 +.(ii) 	VI = 'V2 = ... = vrn = n, -l

correspOll 
J\'81", =rb _ '. {Ll' h ¥ hi E Vq , q = 1, .. . , Tn 

(iii) 	2:);CI lnh]llh'j= L"2,i!lh l ,hEV ,h' EF " q-j:. q'=l, .. .. Tn 
q q

j=1 

b 

(iv) 	Lkj CI-lngjng'j =- Loo , 9 -j:. 9 ' E Vo, is a I3G ( 
j=1 

b 

(v) Lkj n-l TLgjHhJ = Lo,9 E Fa, h = 1, ... , w. 
j = ' 

Here £1, L2 ,Lo() ,Lo art' some constants The C matrix of a GBG design is 

_ [ 	(A - 8) 0 1m + B 01ml~" D]C 	 (2.5)- D' E 

Here A - [nLJ -!- n(m - I)L2 + llLojI" - LJlnl:"E = (lULu + uLoo)lu - Loolu1:" 
B = - L2Inl~" and D = -Lo1u.'1~. 

A generalized inverse of C is 

C:'" = [ X 
0' 

J ___, _ oJ 1 I ] , (2.6) 
tul,o+ul.oc [ u - u lu1 ti] 

wilh X - (.4. - B) (;si 1m -I- B (><) 1m 1~1l' X - I = (P - Q) 0 1", -+- Q €I IT/! l~, Q

-B(04.- B)-J [A.+ (m -] )B] 1 and P ~ [A+ (m - 2)B1(A - B)-1 [A+ (111- l)B]-I. 


For a GBG design t.he wu tesl treatment versus control treatmpnt comrasLs afl' 


stimateu with same variance given by 

1 	 £1 - "')Var (79 - Tit) --------- ..j.. - --::--,--,-........, [7lLl + wL~ _. nL'l. + uLo (nLl - UiL~ - nL2 ~ uLo)(vLo) 


L2 . 11 - 1 ]:.!..,.. 
uLO(W[' 2 + uLo) ~ u(lJLoo ...:..wLo) (T 

For LJ = £..!.. these designs am same as BG desigru;. Somp interesting special cases 

of GBG designs ha.ve been studied in the li terature. for u = 1, GBG designs 

are termed as Group Divisible Treatment Designs (GDTD) for proper setting and 

Group D'\'isibk Treaimtnf Designs with 'Cnequal Block Si7.es (GDTt"B clesip;ns) for 

non proper ~et.ting fur n - () alld GDTl:B designs of lype G for 0' .f O. 
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3 Method of construction of BG designs 

We now give a general method of con~truction BG designs. The methods of con
struction, hitherto known in the literature, fall out as special cases of this method 

Method 3.1 Suppose that; there exists a pairwisE" balanced binary block (PBBB) 
design with parameters w, bj ,b2 , . .. ,bp , k' = (kll~" k'21~2" .. ,kpli,), >., b = bi + 

b2 + ... + bp and incidence matrix N = [NI :N2: ... :Np], Ns heing the w x b~ matrix 
corresponding Lo the incidenc(' of treatment~ in the blocks of size ks satisfying 

1.1".:=: 1' .• Then the design with incidence matrix 

Nl Q<) 10, N20102 N p 01e p ] 

N"= [ a)lu1b191 a21ul~282 ap 1u1~~8" 

is a BG desigll with parmneters w, u, b* - bIO I + b'202 + ... -r upBp, k'" 
((k l + al u) Ibj 8,' (k'l. + a2u)lb2B" .. . , (kp ..!. apu) l~pop)' whee aI, a:h . .. , ap are some 

p 

non-Iwgativc int.egers such that La.,-, .= aI, abeing a scalar and Ot, O2 , •.. , Op are 
8=1 

LakE"l1 ill tht' ratio 

)",+1 (k )u-t I . (k ' )u+l)((k I+alu ; ~+a2u . ... ; p-rapu 

For 11 =-:: l, an efficient block design for making test treatment versus con~rol treat
ment comparisons can be! obtained by Laking as::; inL(k./2) ; V s = 1, . . . ,p. For 
a. review of the methods of constructiOll of PBBB designs, see Parsad, Gupta and 
Khallduri (200U) . 

Remark 3.1 If _'V is the indJence matrix of a (/1-1 , IL2, . . • , /1-~, . , j.Lp) - resolvable 
PBBB desigll, i.e., N.l'L· ,.= /1-81, S = 1, . . . ,p. Then t.he design with incidence 
matrix 

N0. _ [Nl .2,) l' N~ 6-~ 1~2 . . . Np ~~ l~p ]0, 

L+ as1~.8 .. 

is a BG design with pamm{~ters w, U, u« = bl f)l + b2f)'2 ..L . • • + bpOp • k· ' = ((k] + 
Ul )1~,01' (k2+a2 )1~202' . . , ( kp+ap)1~,,8)' where all (12,·. , ap are some nonnegative 
int.egers such that a.lt d = a, S = 1, ... ,p, a being a scalar and OJ ,B~ . . . . , Op are take!1 
in the ratio 

((k l ..;... (It rH 1 : (k '2 + a:,)"~ l : . .. : (kp -r CLp)U'; 1) 

Remark 3.2 SUPPOSL there exists a binary block design wit.h lfIcidl.'tlCe matrix 

J\' '- :Nt :\12: · · · :Np ] and parameters v,b1,b2, . . ,up,k! = (kll~, .. . ,kpl~ )'>'I,A~ 
anu in which tl1f' w test treatmems can be divided into m disjoint Ciets 1/1 ,1/2" , ••• , \ ',It 

of l'arclinali \~' n each such that 

P { .x 1 • h ::j:. hi E Vq , q == 1, .. . , m
2~>~I'h ' = A~, h j h', hE Vq, hi E' 1/q'q 1= q' = 1, ... , TIl. 
,= 1 

Ilpre A..',h' is the concurrence of t.reatments l! and hi in N 8 • One way of obtai ning, 
such it deCiip;ll is Lo replace every treatment in eUl equirf'plicat.e PRBB design in m 
1rea.tme1l1~ with a group of 1/ new treatrnt'llts . 
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Following the procedure p;iven in Method 3.1 [or BG designs on N gives a GBG 
design . 

4 Optimality results 

\Ve now present. some result.s on optimal designs for the problem. Tn the present 
contex t , Lhe most appropriate optimality criteria are -4- and MF-opt.imalit: niteria. 
A design d' belonging to a cert aIn ciass of competing designs D is said ·.0 hI' A

optimal if it rninimiws L L!lEG.I'~fl Var(fg - Th) over all design:; d E D. Lp.! 

m" 1 :s L :s wu be the Lth diagonal element of P'Cd - P, the dispersion maLrix 
of F'T under the design d. Then one has to find a design da E D that minimizes 
L~:' I mJ /wu over V From the arithmetic mean - harmonic mp.an inequaht.y it 
'ollows that 

U · U tL'U

L m ,)wu ~ wu/ L l/mL ' 
1. = 1 ' .=1 

The eqa a l ity is attained \\ hell m L - m for all L = 1, . .. , IV/) and t.hiH holds for GBG 
;m d BG designs . These designs are, therefore, canthdat(~s for tIl!: most efficient, 
desIgns for tc:;t treatment versus contrul treatment compansons according, Lo ,1
optimality cntenon . 

A design d· bt'longing to a certain daFS of competing designs D is said Iu h i ! AI1"
roptimal if d has the least value o f the ma.xhnum variance of BLeE of elellwTltary 

contrasts among t.est Lreatments and control treatments as compareci to allY other 
design d E V. It may be mentioned here that for the present probll:'In all the 
A.-optimal designs are .\IV-optimal a.'> well 

R esul t 1 (Majumdar, 1. 986) : For Olle-way heterogeneity setting, for compari n~ lJ) 

t est t reat.tnf'llts with 11 wntrol t.reatlllPnts llsing n ---, bk experimental uni ts urrtlllged 
in b hlocks of sitp. k each, a design is A-optimal if k = () (JJlOclw + .jl;I'li), 1/1/ is a 
perfect. square, k = () (modu 1'" ~) and 

nhj = /j> +kJwu' ngj:'::; TlhijW/lJ, V h -1, ... ,w,9 "'-' w -I , ...• v . ) = L .. . b 

For non-ort.hogonal clesigllH thp. follow ing opt.imality results are avai la b ll~ in t Ill' 

literature. 

Result 2: COllstantine (1983 ) showed that a remforCl'd BTB design obtal!1ed b~' 

acidinf!; a control treatment oncE' 111 every bloc l< of a BID design is A.-optimal in I Ill' 
restrict ed class of bloek deRigns Il1IvlIlf!; a ~ingle replication oj t he control treatmellt 
in each block. 

R esult 3 : Jacroux (1984) showed that in the restrict.ed class of block deSigns with 
a single replication of control treat.ment in each block , a design obtained by adding 
control treatment once to each block of a most balanced group divisib le ciesign is 
.'l -optimal . 

Desigru; in which "I standard treat.ment is reinforced in each block of the dl'si!!, ll 
were tf'nned as St andard reinfor('eJ (SH-) designs. 
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Result 4 : Majumdar and Kotz (1983) showed that a BTlB design. binary in test 
treatments , and satisfying certain conditions is A-optimal. Hedaya.t and Majumdar 
(1984) utilized these conditions to gi ve a ::nronger definition of BTTB designs They 
classified t he BTIB designs as (a) Rectangular or R- type BTIE designs (equal 
replication of the control treatment in all the blocks) and (b) Step or (S-type) 
BTIB designs (the replications of the control t reatment in the blocks differs by 
one) . StutKen (1988) f';ave the bounds to the A-efficiency of BTIB designs. Cheng, 
Majumc.lar, StutKen and Ture (1989) studied the .1.- and MV-optimalit.y of S-type 
BTIB designs and ga\"e an algorithm to obt.ain these designs. Das (1986) and Kisan 
(1987) also studied the optimality aspects of these designs and gave some general 
methods of their constrnctiolJ. 

Hedayat and Majumdar (1985) obtained a sufficient condition for A-optimalit.y 
iu the form of an inequality involvillg nwnber of test treatments and block size This 
sufficient condition is helpful ill obtaining A-optimal R-type BTlB.designs ~laying 
single replication of the control treatment in each block. Stuiken (19b7) ell.-tended 
t he suflkient condition to the case of R-type BTID designs having t ? 1 replications 
of the control treatmlmt in each block . 

Result 5 (Stufken, 19R7) : A BTIB design obtained by adding a control \ reatnwllt t 
times to each block of i;l BIB design with parameters w. b, r, k-t, >. in test trealOlPnts 
is A-optimal whenever (k - t - If + 1 ::; wt2 ::; (k - tf. 

Gupt.a (1989) obtained a simpler sufficient condition to search an A-optimal 
design among the class of all connected binary block designs 111 lcrms of elp.ments 
of information matrix. 

Sinha (1992) gave general methods of construction of BTTB designs by mf'rg,
ing treatments in a group divisible design. Parsad, Gupta and Prasad (1995) gav!' 
general methods of construction of BTlB desip;ns and investigat.ed their optimal
it y using sufficient condition of Hedayat and Majumdar (1984) and Gupta (1989) 
J acroux (1 987a) illtroduced Group Divisible Treatment Designs (GDTD). A com
puter intensive sufficient condi~ion for a GDTD to be A-optimal is given by Hedayat 
Jacrollx and Majumdar (1988). Jacroux (1987b, 1987c, 1988, 19B!)), rill!!, illld KOL L 

(1988), Giovagnoli and Wynn (1985) and Stui'ken (1991) have also provided some 
interesting results. Jacroux aud Majumdar (1989) gave optimal block designs for 
comparing test treatments wit.h a comrol treatment when b lock size is greener thoU I 

the !lumber of test treatm !-!t1tS. Bhaumik (1990) and Cutler (199a) have studied tIll' 
problem when the errors are correlated. 

All llte~e studies are restricted to shui:ttions when t here is a singh' control tre;,\'· 
ment . For more than one control treatment optimality aspects huve been ::.Iud
ied by ~1ajumdar (la8G), Jaggi (1992), Jaggi, Gupta and Parsad (Hl!JG), Jacroux 
(2000) and SolorJlano and Spurrier (2001). r-.Iajumdar (1986) gcwe all algorithm 
to obtain A-optimal BBPB deSigns and a ca.talogue of A.-optimal BBPB deSIgns 
for small block sizes. Jaggi, Parsad and Gupta (1996) extended t.he re:;ult of Con
stanLine (1983) to more than one cont.rol treatment situation and also studied the 
A-optimality of BBPB designs in the reb'tricted class of designs in ",htdl all control 
tre;ltments appear equally frequently ill a block or do not appear al alL Jaerollx 
(2000) gave methods for determining and constructing MV-uptimal anel highly effi
Cil'llt orthogonal and nearly ort.hogonal block designs for comparin~ t('st t reat.lt1enL 
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·it,h several control treatments under the restriction that replication number of 
coutrol treatments is fixed. Solorzano and Spurner (2001) obtained some results on 
construction and A-optimality of BBPB designs for small values of u amiw. 

The studies just descri bed relale to proper setting under fixed effects model . In 
an incomplete block design, t he block effect.s may be random. Pandey (1993) and 
Gupta, Pandey and Parsad (1998) have obtained sufficient conditions for generat
ing A-opt imal incomplete block designs for making teHt treatments versus control 
tr&1.tment comparison,,, under a two-way classified, additive, linear, mixed eff(ds 
model . It has been shown empirically that an A-optimal/efficient deSIgn under a 
fixed effects model remains A-optimal / efficient under a mixed effects Illodel also 
Catalogues of A-efficient/ optimal designs have also been given 

T he problem of characterization and construction of A- and Ml' -optimal de
signs for making t est treatment versus control t reatment comparisons was till llOW 

restricted to proper setting. However, non-proper experimental set,t,ings do ex
ist and it is required to generate efficient designs under these situations &> well. 
P rasad (1989) investigated the optimality of designs with wlequal block sizes in a 
very restri cted class of designs when the control replications are taken i.lS constant 
and intra-block variances are assumed to be constant. 

For compMing test treatments with a control treatlIlent in block designH with 
unequal blocks, the concept. of Balanced Treatment Incomplete Block Designs wit.h 
unequal block sizes (BTI1;B) was given by Angelis and Moyssiadis (l!J91) as a natu
ral extension of BTlB designs. T hey also gave a sufficient condition for e::;tablishing 
the A-optimality of BTIUB designs Angelis and Moyssiadis (1991), Angeli:>, Moys
siadis and Kageyama (1993) and Gupta and Kageyama (1993) gave some met.hods 
of constructing A-efficient BTn;B designs. Jacroux (1992) studied the A-and M'y'

optimality of block designs with two distinct block sir,es where block size.'l may be 
greater than the number of test ire<ltments for comparing several test treatments 
with a control treatment. These studies were also carried out under the> assumption 
that intra block variances are constant. Parsad (1991), Parsad and Gupta (1994a) 
inLroduced BTlt;B dE'.signs of Type G and obtained a sufficient condit ion for A
opt.imality of non - proper incomplete block designs for comparing test treaiments 
with a control treatment assuming that intrablock variances are proportional to 
non - negative real power of block c;izes. Parsad and Gupta (1994b) introduced 
GDTt'"B designs of type G mId a sufficient condition for A-optimality of GDTCB 
designs of type G in the class of block designs that are hinary in test treatments 
anti in which the control treatmellt is added same number of timp..8 to each block 
of same size. A catalogue of A-optimal GDTUB desigll!-; of t.vpe G ha.s also been 
given . Srivastava, Gupta and Parsad (2000) have studied the A-optimality of non
proper block designs for comparing test treatments with a control treatment whell 
t he block sizes may be larger than the number of test treatments . Jaggi (1996) 
and Jaggi and Gupta (1997a, 1997b) have studied the A.-optimality aHpects of the 
designs for comparing several test treatments with several control treatments under 
a non-proper block design settiug where intra block variances have been assumed 
to be canst ant . The results are obtained in a restricted dass of designs in which 
all controls appear equally frequent ly in a block or do not appear at all and block 
sizes a re largE'. For small block sizes, the condition of Majumdar (1986) has been 
obtained fur Hon-proper settings. Jaggi, Par::;ad and Gupta (1999) gave methods of 
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construction of BBPL'B designs. Parsad, Gupta and Singh (1996) have obtained a 
sufficient condition for a block design to be A-optimal for comparing two disjoin t 
sets of trt:!atments under the above heteroscedastic set up . 
Result 6 : A BG design is A-optimal for comparing w test treatments with u control 
treatments in the class of designs binary in test treatments and control treatmentl; 

if Lo l L = 1 + Jwtu 
. This is a fairly gent:!ral condition and the condi tions for all 

other designs useful for test. treatment versus control treatment comparisons fall 
out as a particular case of this. A procedure t.o obtain an efficient design for the 
experimenLal situations for which this condition does not hold well ha.':l also beeu 
suggest,cd \Ising the concep\' of lower bound to the average variance , 

The problem of obtaining efficient designs for comparing t.est treatments with 
several control treatments under an unrestricted class is still unsolved and as ha,:; 
been seen in the discussion above only partial solution to the problem is available. 
Further , all the results are available for a class of deisgns in which the pairwise 
comparisons within a set. are made with same variance, and between treatments 
from different sets with same variance. Kuriakose (1999) has introduced Group 
Divisible Bipartite Block Designs and studied the A-optimality of thes(' designs for 
k ==- 2, 

5 	 Weighted A-optimal designs for test treatments 
versus control treatments comparisons 

Tn certain problems, it is net:essary to generate designs that estimate contrasts of 
interest with differential precision and minimi7.e the weighted sum of variances of 
the BLl!E of the contra,sts of interest,. It may indeed be possible to obtain exalt 
optimal designs for these experiment.al seHlJlgt;. In t.he moST, general set lip we may 
rest.aLe the problem as follows: 

We consider again tllf' ('xperimental settinp; described in Section 2 Let T> denot,{, 
the cla..c;<: of competing designs. Find a design d' E D that minimi1.e~ 

w-1 	 lL~ \.1-1 1,:

L/3yL Var(fug-frlh)-t£tL E Var(fdlt f dh ,) + "I L L Var (fd~ - ToI~'; ' 
gE C 	 "fi.H h lh'=lltl g=u'-r-l y'=y. I 

(ii . l) 

Here 81,82 , .'" (Ju, a,,' ~ 0 are scalar constants or the w(>ights att<lched wiLh the 
precision of various comparisons and satisfy 81 + fh --'-. + (Ju TO + ~r =- 1 

The comparisons among control treatments are of no intere~t to the experimemer 
and so') = O. The problem t,hen reduces to findmg a design d" E: D that mjnimiZf-'_~ 

rL'-1 lL 

2: Bq 2: Var (Ttl!! - Tdll)..!..U 2....: 2....: Var (T,lI. - Tdl!'), fJl + f:lr!- .. . -+- {11J +Q =.oc .i. 
yEe; hElf 11=111'=1,+1 

(5 .2) 
Wnen all the controls have the same weights of importance, then thl:' prnbJern is tli 

find a design d~ E V thut. minimizes 

u'-l U' 

o2....:E Var(fu.v - itll,)-:-o:L L Var(i,1I1- T,J/,,):3...c.o::: 1. (5:~) 
11 =1 h' = /,+ I gEG ""Ii 
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A special case of the problem in (5.2) is when Q = O. III other words the different 
controls are given different weights according to their importance but "he compar
isons among test treatments are not considered. The problem ill (5.2) now reduces 
to find a design d· E V that minimizes 

LSg L Var (fdg - Tdh),/31 + (32 + ... +Bu =1 (5.4) 
gEG hEH 

For 'U = 1, the problem reduces to finding a design d' E V that minimizes 

w It! 1 w 

,8 L Var(Td(w+l) - Tdh) -"- Ct L L Var (Tdh - T,lIl' )' Q + (3 = 1. (5.5) 
h~l h=1 "'="+1 

The problems in (5.3) and (5.5) are the weighted sum of !.be variam:es of the 
BLUE of test treatments versus control treatments contrasts and contrasts among 
test t reatments, respectively with weights as 8 and Q. Since more precision is 
required for t.he test treatments versus control treatments comparisons than the 
comparisons among test treatments, we insist B > Q . For a = 0, (3 = 1, the 
experimental Sl:'ttillgs in (5.3) and (5.5) reduce to the usual setting of A-optima.lity 
of test treatment verSllS Wfltrol treatment comparisoru;. It. may be seen that for 
B = f): these experimental stlttings reduce to the usual setting for A-optimality of 
designs when all the possible paired comparisons among the v treatments are of 
equal intp.rest. However, there may be situations when more precision is required 
for comparisons among test treatments than the test. neatments versus control 
treatments comparisons. For this setting, (3 < a . 

The problem posed in (5.5) has been solved under the block design set up by 
Gupta , Rarnana Clnd Parsad (1999). A catalogue of A-efficient/optimal designs h~ 
also been presented. 

The problems of obtaining weighted A-efficient designs for many control treat
ments have beell handled in two phases. In the first phase, the problem of obtCllJling 
weighwd A. efficient designs for several COlltrol treat.mellt~ has been att.empted by 
gidng unequal weights to various control treatments. In the choice of an optimal 
design no consideration is given to the comparisons among Iest treatments. This 
refers to the situation In (5.-1) [see Gupta, Ramana and Pafl:!ad (2001)' , Tn l.be sec
ond pha~e not. only we consider the problem of obtainin~ weighted A-efficient design 
by giving eq\lal importaw:e to all the control treatments but also con~iderillg the 
estimat ioll of comparisons among lest treatments t hrough the same desi:;n, thuugh 
wi Lh a smaller precision than that of the 1,e8t t.reatments \'ersus colltrol t.reatmenL~ 
comp(l ri:;()n~ This ('orresponds t.o problem in (5.3) ,sel:' Ilalnana (UJ95): . The most 
general problem in (5 I) and the problem in (5.2) is st~f'min{'!;ly a difficillt problem. 
These rna)'. however, need attemion so as to bt~ able 1,0 solve completely thE' problem 
of test Lreatmellts versus control treatments comparisons. 

This artide prondes a limited revIew on the design'ng probiem for making t.est 
,rNnrnf'nts verS\lS ('ontrol treaLments comparisons. There are many otll(~r stutlips 
availahh·>WI this prohlem under rUfferent. expenmental set ups . . .4.. compl/tl:' bibliog
raph\' 01\ rlti", subject is <Ivail ..ble with the authors 
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